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A robust D-optimal design that works well for multiple nominal parameter values is 
presented in this paper. In general, D-optimal design works very well for estimating the model 
parameters, but it is very sensitive to multiple nominal model parameter values when the 
response is modeled by nonlinear models. The 5PL-1P model is considered in this study to 
describe a dose-response function. The sensitivity of the D-optimal design to the model 
parameter values under the 5PL-1P model is studied. The robust D-optimal design that can 
reduce the impact of the multiple nominal model parameter values is proposed using the 
Bayesian technique. Lastly, we compare performances of the proposed design to other well-
known designs for estimating the model parameters under the 5PL-1P model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Experimental design plays an important role in scientiﬁc and medical research because it 
can help experimenters minimize costs while still obtaining valid results (Montgomery, 2009). 
Experimental designs in biopharmaceutical and toxicology research often involve investigating 
dose-response relationships. Logistic models are often used to study dose-response relationships. 
Each model has slightly different number of parameters: the three-parametric model (3PL), a 
knowledge-based parametric model that fixes either the upper asymptote to 100% or the lower 
asymptote to 0% (Birnbaum, 1968); the four-parametric model (4PL), a parametric model that 
assumes symmetry (Rodbard, 1975); and the five-parametric model (5PL), a parametric model 
that allows asymmetry (Prentice, 1976; Rodbard et al., 1978).  
The five-parameter logistic minus one parameter (5PL-1P) model (Dawson et al., 2012) 
is the focus of this study. The 5PL-1P model is a hybrid model of the five-parameter model 
(5PL) and the four-parameter model (4PL). The 4PL model includes minimum dose, median 
effective dose concentration, slope, and maximum dose values for each curve. The 5PL model 
adds a fifth parameter to the 4PL model to allow the curve to be asymmetric. However, when the 
model has this additional parameter, it becomes much more difficult to fit the model to the data. 
The 5PL-1P model is similar to the 4PL model, but it replaces the minimum effect parameter 
with the asymmetric parameter. This helps the model more easily fit to the asymmetric dose-
response data.   
Dawson et al. (2012) used the 5PL-1P model to fit asymmetric sigmoid curves into 
concentration-effect data for 72 binary chemical combinations. In the study, two chemical 
compounds bromoacetonitrile, abbreviated as BRAN, and chloracetonitrile, abbreviated as 
CLAN were included. These chemicals are by-products from disinfecting water and are known 
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to influence DNA (Bromoacetonitrile, 2016). The tests were conducted to determine the effects 
of the BRAN and CLAN compounds using bioluminescent bacteria with the Microtox® machine 
(Dawson et al. 2012). Dawson et al.’s (2012) study indicated that the dose-response relationship 
between percentage of bioluminescence inhibition in the marine bacterium and dose level of 
each chemical compound (BRAN and CLAN) follows the 5PL-1P model.  
Dawson et al. (2012) used these two chemicals together with other chemicals to analyze 
dose-response relationships. The study assessed the performance of both the 4PL model and 
5PL-1P model including an asymmetry parameter into curve-fitting.  With higher mean 
coefficients determination (𝑟2) and lower sum-of-squares of the residuals, the 5PL-1P model 
provided better fitting than the 4PL model. The study indicated that the 5PL-1P model with this 
additional asymmetric parameter can provide more accurate results than the 4PL model.  
An experimental design of dose–response studies is implemented by determining the 
number and location of dose levels, and the allocation of sample size at each dose level.  The 
5PL-1P model is a relatively new model with very little research in the selection of experimental 
design. MacDonald’s (2016) study on the D-optimal designs under the 5PL-1P model showed 
that the D-optimal designs performed better than the original designs by providing higher 
efficiencies and lower Mean Squared Errors (MSE) for the model parameters.  
This paper studies a robust D-optimal design for multiple nominal parameter values 
under the 5PL-1P model. According to MacDonald (2016), D-optimal designs under the 5PL-1P 
model perform well for a given parameter value. However, when a study has multiple nominal 
parameter values, there is no guarantee that the D-optimal design obtained for one set of 
parameter value works well for other parameter values. This brings us to the problem of how to 
construct optimal designs that work robustly for multiple nominal parameter values. One 
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approach for solving this problem is to use the Bayesian technique which accounts for the prior 
uncertainty of the parameters. The idea behind the Bayesian optimal design is to utilize a prior 
distribution on the unknown parameters. There have been various studies using the Bayesian 
optimal design technique. Chaloner and Larntz (1989) investigated Bayesian optimal design for 
the one-variable logistic regression model. Both Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995) and DasGupta 
(1995) presented a detailed summary review of the Bayesian approach to experimental design. 
Later, several Bayesian approaches for the dose-response models were presented in studies, such 
as Mukhopadhyay and Haines (1995), Dette (1996), and Lauer et al. (1997). Dette et al. (2007) 
performed the study of constructing Bayesian optimal designs for dose findings under several 
regression models. Also, Abebe et al. (2014) calculated the Bayesian D-optimal design for the 
logistic models with two parameters. In this study, the Bayesian technique was applied to 
construct robust D-optimal design under the 5PL-1P model. 
A robust D-optimal design was found for multiple nominal parameter values under the 
5PL-1P model using the Bayesian technique for each compound (BRAN and CLAN). Based on 
previous research on the 5PL-1P model, various parameter values were generated to be used to 
construct the robust D-optimal design. Then, the performance of the robust D-optimal designs 
under the 5PL-1P model were compared to that of other well-known designs.   
Chapter 2 covers the basic concepts of optimal designs. Chapter 3 describes the models 
of interest. Chapter 4 discusses the D-optimal designs and the robust D-optimal design for 
various parameter values under the 5PL-1P model. Chapter 5 compares the performances of the 
robust D-optimal designs to other well-known traditional designs by comparing their 
efficiencies.  All conclusions will be addressed in Chapter 6. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
This section discusses the background of optimal designs, specifically D-optimal designs, 
which will be used later in this study. In the study, we are interested in estimating the parameters 
for the 5PL-1P model that describes the relationship between dose and response. Optimal designs 
allow a researcher to select the dose levels and distribute samples over those dose levels in the 
most efficient way. This is important because the sample size can be reduced through the optimal 
design process and ultimately, the efficient optimal experiment designs lead to cost reduction.  
2.1. Optimal Design 
Optimal design theory uses prior information of the model and parameter estimates to 
optimize a convex(concave) function of the Fisher information matrix to meet specified 
objectives (Aarons and Ogungbenro, 2010). There are different optimal design criteria depending 
on different study objectives. The optimal design is the design that minimizes or maximizes the 
optimality criterion (Atkinson et al., 2007): often the criterion is determined by the convex or 
concave function of the Fisher information matrix: ψ{𝑀(𝜉, Θ)}, where 𝑀(𝜉, Θ)  denotes the 
Fisher information matrix for the model parameters Θ.  
2.2. Fisher Information Matrix 
The optimal design is obtained through minimizing or maximizing a function of the 
Fisher information matrix, which can minimize variance–covariance matrix of the parameter 
estimation in some sense (Atkinson et al., 2007). The Fisher information matrix is the 
fundamental component needed for finding the optimal design. We can find the Fisher 
information matrix 𝑀(𝜉, Θ) using the gradient of the statistical model mean function 𝑓(𝑥, Θ) : 
𝑀(𝜉, Θ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑔(𝑥𝑖)𝑔(𝑥𝑖)
𝑇               
where 𝑔(𝑥𝑖, Θ) is the gradient of the mean function 𝑓(𝑥𝑖, Θ) : 
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 )𝑇, s represents the number of parameters in the 
model, and  𝜃1, 𝜃2, ⋯ , and 𝜃𝑠 are parameters in the mean function. 𝜉 = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑤𝑖)𝑖=1
𝑘  is an 
approximate design: 𝑥𝑖 refers to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ dose level, and 𝑤𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖/𝑁 is the weight for each of those 
doses. In real studies, the closest integer to 𝑤𝑖𝑁 will be the replication size  𝑛𝑖 for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ dose 
level. 
2.3. The General Equivalence Theorem  
The general equivalence theorem is used to check whether the D-optimal design is 
optimum or not (Kiefer, 1958). The theorem includes the Fisher information matrix 𝑀(𝜉, Θ), the 
directional derivative of convex function 𝜓 {}, and is expressed as:  
𝜙(𝑥𝑖, 𝜉) = lim
𝛼⟶0+
[𝜓{(1 − 𝛼)𝑀(𝜉, Θ) + 𝛼𝑀(𝜉̅, Θ)} − 𝜓{𝑀(𝜉, Θ)}] 
Where 𝜉 denotes the design matrix, Θ is the parameter vector, and ?̅? is the measure that puts on 
point mass at the point 𝑥𝑖. When iteration begins, design matrix 𝜉′, 𝜉
′ = (1 − 𝛼)𝜉 + 𝛼ξ̅   is 
placed into the Fisher information matrix. Then the Fisher information matrix is updated by 
𝑀(𝜉′, Θ) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑀(𝜉, Θ) + 𝛼𝑀(ξ̅, Θ) during each iteration. The design problem consists in 
ﬁnding a measure 𝜉∗ that maximizes the criterion function. The theorem indicates that a D-
optimal design 𝜉∗ equals the following conditions (Atkinson et al, 2007): 
1. The design 𝜉∗ minimizes 𝜓{𝑀(𝜉, Θ)}.  
2. The design 𝜉∗ maximizes the minimum concentration 𝑥𝑖 over the design space 
𝜙(𝑥𝑖,𝜉).  
3. The minimum over the design space 𝜙(𝑥𝑖, 𝜉) equals zero at the points support the 
given design 𝜉∗. 
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2.4. V-Algorithm 
The V-algorithm was introduced by Fedorov, Klimko, and Studden (1972) to search      
D-optimal designs numerically. It is an iterative method which starts with initial design 𝜉0 and 𝑠 
+ 1 dose levels, where s represents the number of parameters in the model. Following the 
General Equivalence theorem, the algorithm maximizes the standardized variance 𝑑𝑛 at the 𝑛𝑡ℎ 
iteration,  
 𝑑𝑛(𝑥, Θ) = 𝑔(𝑥)
𝑇𝑀−1(𝜉𝑛, Θ)𝑔(𝑥) 
where 𝑥 ∈ 𝜒 and 𝑔(𝑥) is the gradient of the mean response function. 
The V-algorithm identifies the design point 𝑥 from design space 𝜒 by maximizing the 
standardized variance for  𝑑𝑛̅̅ ̅(𝑥, Θ) = max
𝑥
𝑑𝑛(𝑥, Θ). The design point is then used to update the 





 . The iteration continues until the condition 
𝑑𝑛(𝑥, Θ) = 𝑔(𝑥)
𝑇𝑀−1(𝜉𝑛, Θ)𝑔(𝑥) − 𝑠 ≤ 𝜀  is satisfied, where 𝜀 = 10
−6 and 𝑠 represents the 




In order to obtain D-optimal and robust D-optimal designs for nonlinear models, the 
parameters of the model need to be estimated first or specified in advance. This section will 
cover the five-parameter minus one-parameter model and multiple nominal parameter values 
used to find the optimal designs. 
3.1. The 5PL-1P Model 
The five-parameter logistic minus one-parameter(5PL-1P) function is different from the 
four-parameter logistic(4PL) function by removing the minimum parameter from the 4PL and 
adding an asymmetric parameter (Dawson et al., 2012). The general model with the 𝑗𝑡ℎ 
continuous response at the  𝑖𝑡ℎ dose 𝑥𝑖 is represented by  
𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖, Θ) + ε𝑖𝑗;   ε𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎
2), 𝑗 = 1,2 … , 𝑛𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑘, 𝑛1 +⋅⋅⋅ +𝑛𝑘 = 𝑛 
where 𝑓(𝑥𝑖, Θ) is the mean response at dose 𝑥𝑖, Θ is the vector of model parameters, and 𝜎
2 is an 
unknown positive constant. The mean response follows the 5PL-1P model  








where 𝜃1= maximum response, 𝜃3= slope, 𝜃4= asymmetric factor, and 𝑥𝑖= 𝑖𝑡ℎ  dose level.  The 
parameter 𝜃2 represents a function of 𝐸𝐶50, where 𝐸𝐶50 is the dose level corresponding to 50% 
of the difference between the maximum and minimum effect: 










when the asymmetric factor 𝜃4= 1, 𝜃2= 𝐸𝐶50.   
3.2. Multiple Nominal Parameter Values 
Two chemical compounds, BRAN and CLAN, are used in this paper. To illustrate the 
multiple nominal parameter values used to determine the robust D-optimal design, nine sets of 
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parameter values were considered. Six sets of parameter values (Θ1, Θ2, ⋯ , Θ6) were randomly 
selected within the parameter ranges for BRAN and CLAN. This was done in R software. The 
remaining three sets of parameter values (Θ7, Θ8, Θ9) for each compound were from MacDonald 
(2016), in which the dose response was recorded at three different exposure times: 15, 30, and 45 
minutes. There are nine total sets of parameter values for each compound in Tables 1 and 2.  
Table 1 
Nine sets of parameter values for compound BRAN  
 
Table 2 















Θ1  100.0000 85.02277 3.291940 0.6210168 
Θ2  100.0000 83.62907 1.128005 0.8271627 
Θ3  100.0000 166.62151  2.247638 0.6791109 
Θ4  100.0000 105.95462  2.776109 0.7623249 
Θ5  100.0000 194.76003  1.245860 0.5923309 
Θ6  100.0000 96.83994  1.112767 0.7172172 
Θ7 CLAN (15) 105.7901 204.3502 1.5494 0.8279 
Θ8 CLAN (30) 100.78867 119.55175 1.89378 0.56313 















Θ1  100.0000 1.495398 2.965406 0.3353759 
Θ2  100.0000 1.206563 1.631951 2.5835328 
Θ3  100.0000 3.277633 3.493400 0.5118468 
Θ4  100.0000 1.894980 3.923933 0.3128005 
Θ5  100.0000 2.304118 1.222718 0.6942559 
Θ6  100.0000 1.535736 2.840775 1.0558678 
Θ7 BRAN (15) 128.1528 2.3244 0.9791 1.5470 
Θ8 BRAN (30) 103.2062 1.6336 1.5402 0.8235 
Θ9 BRAN (45) 100.97883 1.08130 1.70242 0.71926 
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3.3. Checking the Model Fit 
After the parameter values were generated, it was essential to check how those values fit 
the data. Figures 1 and 2 are plots of each compound (BRAN and CLAN): within the 
corresponding model parameter values (Θ1, Θ2, ⋯ , Θ9),  the dose concentration is represented by 
x, and the dose response is represented by y. It is clear from the plots that all nine models are 
reasonable dose-response curve under the 5PL-1P model. One thing to note is the curvature 
change as the exposure time increases.  This curvature is normal because as exposure time 
increases, the fitted line takes on a more defined curve (MacDonald, 2016).  It is assumed that 
these parameter values are reasonable parameter values for the 5PL-1P model and will be used to 
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4. OPTIMAL DESIGN 
Optimal design is a field of statistics that is used to optimize design experiments in the 
most efficient way. In dose-response studies, optimal designs are used to determine treatment 
levels and the samples across the treatment levels efficiently. The optimal design criteria are 
developed based on different study objectives. The D-optimality criterion is one commonly 
used criterion for achieving efficient parameter estimation. This section will find the D-optimal 
designs and robust D-optimal designs for multiple nominal parameter values under the 5PL-1P 
model for each compound (BRAN and CLAN).   
4.1. D-optimal Design 
The D-optimality criterion is a commonly used criterion for obtaining optimal designs 
when the goal is to estimate the parameters of the model (Atkinson et al., 2007). The                 
D-optimality criterion, by definition, maximizes the determinant of the Fisher information 
matrix: max
𝜉
|𝑀(𝜉, Θ)|.  In the General Equivalence Theorem, which verifies whether the 
obtained D-optimal design is optimal or not, the equivalence of D-optimality under the 5PL-1P 




where D-optimal design 𝜉𝐷 = max
𝜉
|𝑀(𝜉, Θ)|, the equality holds when 𝑥 is one of the dose levels 
in 𝜉𝐷.         
This equivalence theorem is implemented in an algorithm to obtain the D-optimal design 
numerically.  In this study, the efficient algorithm in Hyun, Wang, and Yang (2018) was adopted 
to search the optimal designs. The efficient algorithm utilizing the V-algorithm and the Newton 
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Raphson Method was obtained by modifying the YBT algorithm created by Yang, Biedermann 
and Tang (2013).  
Here is a brief introduction of the efficient algorithm. The first step is to run the V-
algorithm r times and select the last s + 1 generated dose levels as the initial dose levels, where 𝑟 
is a prespecified number, 𝑟 > 𝑠 + 1, and 𝑠 represents the number of parameters. The next step is 
Newton Raphson method, which is used to determine the optimal weight corresponding to dose 
levels. Then a value of  𝑥∗ is found that maximizes  
𝑔(𝑥)𝑇𝑀−1(ξ,Θ)𝑔(𝑥)
4
, where 𝑔(𝑥) represents the 
gradient of the mean response function and 𝑀−1(ξ, Θ) is the inverse of the Fisher information 





− 1 ≤ 𝜀, ε = 10−6, is satisfied; If so, the result design  𝜉 will be the D-
optimal design 𝜉𝐷. However, if this is not satisfied, return to the Newton Raphson method step 
with the 𝑥∗ value added to the design, find another dose level value to maximize the sensitivity 
function until the condition is satisfied. More detail is given in Hyun,Wang and Yang(2018). 
For the 5PL-1P Model, the Fisher information matrix is obtained using the first derivative 
 𝑔(𝑥𝑖, Θ) of model mean function 𝑓(𝑥, Θ) with respect to parameters 𝜃1, 𝜃2, 𝜃3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃4 according 
to Fisher information matrix equation in section 2.2. MacDonald’s (2016) study provided the 
detailed Fisher information matrix formula under the 5PL-1P model.  As we can see from the 
definition of Fisher information matrix, it depends on the parameter values Θ for the 5PL-1P 
model. In order to find the D-optimal designs, the model parameter values Θ must be known or 
specified in advance. As mentioned in Chapter 3, we chose nine sets of parameter values for each 
compound representing multiple nominal parameter values. We assume that the parameter values 
from the nine scenarios are the true values of model parameters.   
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Under the nine sets of random-selected parameter values (Θ1, Θ2, ⋯ , Θ9) for each 
compound in Tables 1 and 2, the resulting D-optimal designs under the 5PL-1P model in Tables 
3 and 4 have four dose levels with equal weight, where the top row corresponds to the dose 
levels and the bottom row corresponds to their given weight. We found D-optimal designs for six 
sets of randomly selected parameter values. D-optimal designs generated under the given 
parameter values (Θ7, Θ8, Θ9) in Tables 1 and 2 for each compound at different exposure times: 
15, 30 and 45 minutes were from MacDonald (2016). 
Table 3 
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D-optimal designs of nine sets of parameter values for CLAN 
 
In order to verify the D-optimal designs follow the D-optimality criteria, their sensitivity 




 were plotted in Figures 3 and 4. The maxima of 
𝑑(𝑥𝑖, 𝜃) in 𝑥𝑖 ∈ χ  were bounded horizontally below one.  The curve showed that sensitivity 
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Figure 3. Sensitivity function plot Verifying the D-optimal designs of nine sets of parameter 
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Figure 4. Sensitivity function plot verifying the D-optimal designs of nine sets of parameter 
values for CLAN 
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Verifying D-optimal Designs for CLAN 
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4.2. Robust D-optimal Design 
The purpose of robust D-optimal design is to determine the design that works well for 
studying multiple nominal parameter values under the 5PL-1P model. Because the D-optimal 
design for one parameter value will likely not be optimal for different parameter values, the 
implemented robust D-optimal design must be selected carefully to provide satisfactory 
efficiencies for all considered parameter values simultaneously. A common approach for finding 
the robust D-optimal design is to use a compound design criterion that combines the various 
optimality criteria using their efficiencies and determine a design that maximizes the various 
efficiencies at the same time (Atkinson et al., 2007, Chapter 21). Here, the Bayesian technique 
was used to build the compound design criterion by utilizing the prior distribution to account for 
the uncertainty of multiple nominal parameter values.   
For a model with 𝑠 parameters in the mean function, the relative D-efficiency of a design 








where Θ represents the multiple nominal parameter values and 𝜉𝐷 represents the D-optimal 
design for Θ. The value of D-efficiency is between 0 and 1, which can be interpreted as: if ξ has 
𝐸𝑓𝑓(𝜉) = 𝑒, it then needs 100(1 𝑒⁄ − 1)% additional samples to perform as well as the D-
optimal design. Here 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐷𝑖(𝜉) measures the D-efficiency under the given parameter values 𝛩𝑖, 
𝑖 = 1, ⋯ ,9.   
As mentioned in Chapter 3, we considered nine sets of parameter values ( Θ1, Θ2, ⋯ , Θ9) 
under the 5PL-1P model to represent the multiple nominal parameter values. The robust D-
optimal design 𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆 is obtained to maximize the D-efficiencies under the nine sets of parameter 
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values and this can be constructed by using the Bayesian technique maximizing an weighted 
average of the nine efficiencies through a given prior distribution 𝜆𝑖 on Θ𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ ,9.  𝜆𝑖 is the 
prior weight representing the relative plausibility of each Θ𝑖. The weight vector λ allows us to 
specify a weight of interest for each set of parameter values by setting a value between 0 and 1. 
This identifies which parameter value is more important, or that all the parameter values have 
equal importance. In general, the robust D-optimal design 𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆 using the Bayesian technique can 
be obtained through following equation: 
𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆 =  𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝜉 






{𝜆1 log (𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐷1(𝜉)) + 𝜆2 log (𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐷2(𝜉)) + ⋯ + 𝜆9log (𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐷9(𝜉))} 








log(|𝑀2(𝜉, Θ2)|) + ⋯ +
𝜆9
𝑠
log(|𝑀9(𝜉, Θ9)|}   
where Fisher information matrix 𝑀𝑖 for parameter value Θ𝑖 under the 5PL-1P model is defined as 
𝑀𝑖(𝜉, Θ𝑖) = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑔(𝑥𝑗)𝑔(𝑥𝑗)
𝑇𝑘
𝑗=1  and the approximate design ξ takes 𝑤𝑗 proportion of the total 
subjects at 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑘. 















−1(𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆 , Θ9)𝑔9(𝑥) ≤ 1, 
where 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ 9.  𝑀𝑖
−1(𝜉, 𝜃)  is the inverse of the Fisher information matrix of  Θ𝑖. 

















−1 (𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆, Θ9) 𝑔9(𝑥) 
If all but one of the weights is nonzero, the above sensitivity function becomes the 
Equivalence Theorem for the one set of parameter value D-optimal design. Under the given 
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weight vector λ, the Equivalence Theorem for the design 𝑑(𝑥, 𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆) − 1 ≤ 𝜀 (ε = 10
−6) shows 
𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆 is the robust D-optimal design and the equality holds when 𝑥 is one of the dose levels in 
𝜉𝑅𝐵,𝜆. 
The Bayesian technique averages the criterion over the multiple nominal parameter 
values and optimizes the resulting criterion. According to the plausibility of each set of 
parameter values, prior weights are assigned to different sets of nominal parameter values; 
otherwise if nominal parameter values come from equally good previous studies, one may use a 
uniform prior to average out the uncertainty. For this paper, we only evaluated the robust D-
optimal design with equal weight of interest for the nine sets of parameter values, using a 
uniform prior with 𝜆1 = 𝜆2 = ⋯ = 𝜆9 = 1/9. 
The robust D-optimal design was accomplished by modifying the V-algorithm to work 
with multiple nominal parameter values and defining the robust D-optimality criterion in the 
algorithm. We found robust D-optimal design using Bayesian technique by modifying the 
algorithm provided by Hyun, Wang, and Yang (2018) in R software. For the nine sets of 
parameters values, we used uniform prior 𝜆1 = 𝜆2 = ⋯ = 𝜆9 = 1 9⁄  and model parameters    
𝑠 = 4. The algorithm used to search robust D-optimal design followed the same steps as the 
efficient algorithm used to find D-optimal design except that different Fisher information matrix 
and sensitivity function were used. For the nine sets of parameter values, the robust D-optimal 

















until the inequality 𝑑(𝑥, 𝜉) − 1 ≤ 𝜀, ε = 10−6 is satisfied. In addition, during each iteration 𝑀𝑖 is 
updated through the formula 𝑀𝑖  = [(1 − 𝛼)𝑀𝑖 + 𝛼𝑔𝑖(𝑥)𝑔𝑖(𝑥)
𝑇]. The detailed program was 
attached in appendix B.  
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The robust D-optimal designs using the Bayesian technique found from the modified 
algorithm are 7-point designs shown in Tables 5 and 6: 𝜉𝐵𝐷
𝐵𝑅𝐴𝑁 is the robust D-optimal design for 
BRAN and  𝜉𝐵𝐷
𝐶𝐿𝐴𝑁 is the robust D-optimal design for CLAN, where the top row corresponds to 
the concentration levels and the bottom row corresponds to their given weight. 
Table 5 
Robust D-optimal design of randomly selected parameter values for BRAN 
 
Table 6 
Robust D-optimal design of randomly selected parameter values for CLAN 
 
Figure 5 and 6 showed that the sensitivity function of the robust D-optimal design has a 
maximum value of one at the optimal dose levels over the dose interval and confirmed the 





    
0.89 1.38
0.04025987 0.1492074
    
2.33 3.84
0.1292279 0.1626288 









    
72.86 101.26
0.1415009 0.06637699
    
130.34 177.78
0.03851655  0.1806724 






Figure 5. Plot of the sensitivity function of the robust D-optimal design for BRAN using 
Bayesian technique when uniform weight is assumed 
Verifying the robust D-optimal Design for BRAN 
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Figure 6. Plot of the sensitivity function of the robust D-optimal design for CLAN using 
Bayesian technique when uniform weight is assumed  
 
  
Verifying the robust D-optimal Design for CLAN 
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5. EFFICIENCY 
Since the parameter values of the chemical compounds BRAN and CLAN were used to 
obtain the robust D-optimal design, we checked the efficiency matrix by comparing robust D-
optimal design to D-optimal designs, and original designs for each compound (BRAN and 
CLAN). 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, different parameter value at different exposure time provided 
different dose-response function. Thus, D-optimal designs were obtained differently for 
parameter values (Θ7, Θ8, Θ9) at exposure times: 15, 30 and 45 minutes. For original designs 
from Dawson (2007), Table 7 included seven concentration levels for two compounds: BRAN 
and CLAN. The top row represents the concentration levels for each compound and the bottom 
row represents the weight for each of those levels. In the original study, the same design was 
used for different exposure time, i.e., the same design was always used disregarding the model 
parameter values. 
Table 7  














 , Where 𝜉𝐷 represents the D-optimal design for Θ.  
The calculated efficiencies are in Tables 8 and 9. The efficiency values in each row 
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1/7 1/7
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28.83 53.81
1/7 1/7
    
100.5 187.5
1/7 1/7 






(Θ1, Θ2, ⋯  , Θ9).  These specific designs are the D-optimal designs for Θ1, Θ2, ⋯  , Θ9, original 
design, and robust D-optimal design. 𝐷Θ𝑖 represents the D-optimal design for Θ𝑖, OD represents 
the original design and RD represents the robust D-optimal design.  
Table 8 
Efficiencies for nine sets of parameter values among Robust D-optimal design, Original design 
and D-optimal designs for BRAN 
efficiency 𝛩1 𝛩2 𝛩3 𝛩4 𝛩5 𝛩6 𝛩7 𝛩8 𝛩9 
𝐷Θ1 1.0000000  0.2757944  0.1615699  0.8204908  0.8146586  0.3894918  0.7298630  0.9079198  0.9410515 
𝐷Θ2 0.4183381  1.0000000  0.8317284  0.6673696  0.5307401  0.8823614  0.7707420  0.6375839  0.3679331 
𝐷Θ3 0.1797781  0.8379141  1.0000000  0.3405153  0.3603431  0.5709841  0.6106347  0.4047461  0.1833943 
𝐷Θ4 0.8355679  0.6658238  0.3782309  1.0000000  0.6767360  0.8036195  0.7627900  0.8363158  0.6838382 
𝐷Θ5 0.7554422  0.1151200  0.1857017  0.5666733  1.0000000  0.1683297  0.8153189  0.9033906  0.8685271 
𝐷Θ6 0.5782200  0.9015655  0.5652835  0.8842945  0.5031776  1.0000000  0.6614716  0.6459496  0.4346067 
𝐷Θ7 0.6154262  0.5369646  0.5113570  0.6550546  0.8573792  0.5033713  1.0000000  0.9148853  0.6706239 
𝐷Θ8 0.8647521  0.3667484  0.3122816  0.7938814  0.9317136  0.4333085  0.9227092  1.0000000  0.8888468 
𝐷Θ9 0.9346766  0.1430663  0.1121683  0.6526198  0.8875624  0.2141712  0.7044136  0.8930882  1.0000000 
OD 0.8708354  0.6556210  0.6448561  0.7856552  0.8726632  0.6199144  0.8662679  0.8870162  0.8880933 













Efficiencies for nine sets of parameter values among Robust D-optimal design, Original design 
and D-optimal designs for CLAN 
efficiency 𝛩1 𝛩2 𝛩3 𝛩4 𝛩5 𝛩6 𝛩7 𝛩8 𝛩9 
𝐷Θ1 1.0000000  0.5179422  0.6419795  0.8679358  0.5726877  0.4930651  0.6542145  0.7777875  0.6457712 
𝐷Θ2 0.3818216  1.0000000  0.3889221  0.3079162  0.9435750  0.9997070  0.6050850  0.8624480  0.9622498 
𝐷Θ3 0.5811793  0.4454663  1.0000000  0.8707370  0.6334741  0.4330159  0.9506096  0.7493008  0.4266294 
𝐷Θ4 0.8563980  0.4595196  0.8800861  1.0000000  0.5906214  0.4413793  0.8170795  0.7803874  0.5120179 
𝐷Θ5 0.3864148  0.9436109  0.5199689  0.3711641  1.0000000  0.9487149  0.7484936  0.9101426  0.8567118 
𝐷Θ6 0.3754397  0.9997410  0.3923979  0.3064925  0.9478857  1.0000000  0.6103472  0.8625402  0.9559425 
𝐷Θ7 0.5676319  0.5908879  0.9419353  0.7710476  0.7787242  0.5767079  1.0000000  0.8595591  0.5567532 
𝐷Θ8 0.6885040  0.8357235  0.7171904  0.6705545  0.9114695  0.8151263  0.8664755  1.0000000  0.8652198 
𝐷Θ9 0.5079356  0.9499982  0.3905223  0.3711162  0.8682957  0.9353424  0.5819659  0.8671031  1.0000000 
OD 0.6911575  0.8737852  0.7334303  0.6775043  0.8687276  0.8664666  0.8011590  0.8687979  0.8871318 
RD 0.7738370  0.9033385  0.8242321  0.8365960  0.9144814  0.8959483  0.8593645  0.9198618  0.9008115 
 
In tables 8 and 9, the design in each row is used to check the D-efficiency under the 9 sets 
of parameter values. For example, in Table 8 for the first row the design 𝐷Θ1 under the second 




− 1) = 265% more samples for the design 𝐷Θ1 to reach the same accuracy of the 
design 𝐷Θ1when the design 𝐷Θ1is used under the model parameter value 𝛩2. 
Based on these efficiency values, it appeared that the robust D-optimal design using 
Bayesian technique performed better than other designs across the nine sets of parameter values. 
As we saw, D-optimal designs for each compound has an efficiency of one under their own 
parameter values but don’t perform well for other parameter values. For the original designs and 
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robust D-optimal designs, efficiencies are evenly distributed across nine sets of parameter values, 
however, most of the efficiencies of the robust D-optimal designs are higher than that of the 
original designs. The higher efficiencies of the robust D-optimal design tell that it would require 
more samples for the original design to provide the same accuracy as the robust D-optimal 
design. Though the efficiencies indicated that the original designs used to fit the 5PL-1P model 
were acceptable, it was apparent that the accuracy can be increased by using the robust D-





In this study, I present a robust D-optimal design that works well for various parameter 
values under the 5PL-1P model.  
Various parameter values are considered to describe various shapes of dose-response 
curves for the 5PL-1P model. The robust D-optimal design is obtained using the Bayesian 
techniques and is compared to other competitor designs. For searching the optimal designs 
effectively, the modified algorithm in Hyun, Wang, and Yang (2018) is used. 
It is observed that the robust D-optimal design works better than other competitor designs 
under the 5PL-1P model by comparing their relative efficiencies. The relative efficiencies show 
that the robust D-optimal design performs evenly well across the various parameter values, while 
the D-optimal design performs well under its own parameter value but performs badly under 
other parameter values. Moreover, it also indicates that more samples are needed for the original 
design to reach the accuracy of the robust D-optimal design.  
In this paper, the robust D-optimal design is searched for various nominal parameter 
values with equal weights using the Bayesian technique. The larger the numbers of multiple 
nominal parameter values are, the longer time it takes to find the robust D-optimal design. In the 
future, when there are larger numbers of multiple nominal parameter values under the 5PL-1P 
model, this study can be extended by implementing clustering methods, so larger numbers of 
parameter values can be clustering into small numbers of groups. Then, the robust D-optimal 
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APPENDIX A. R CODES FOR NINE SETS OF PARAMETER VALUES 
########## nine sets of parameter values for BRAN ######## 
rm(list=ls())   
# 0.5<t2<4  0.5<t3<4  0.3<t4<4 
size <- 200             #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(5)  
T1 = rep(100,200) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (0.5, 4) 
t3<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.3, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
  
T15b = c(128.1528,2.3244,0.9791,1.5470) 
T30b = c(103.2062,1.6336,1.5402,0.8235) 









for(i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]){ 
  ff<-NULL 
  for (j in 1:length(x)){ 
    f<-new_df[i,1]/(1+(new_df[i,2]/x[j])^(new_df[i,3]))^new_df[i,4] 
    ff<-cbind(ff,f) 
  } 




for(i in 1:9){ 
  plot (x,fb[i,], ylim=c(0, 100))  
  lines(x,fb[i,],ylim=c(0, 100))  
} 
############## nine sets of parameter values for CLAN ##################  
#cleanup 
rm(list=ls())   
size <- 450      #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(1000)  
T12 = rep(100,450) 
t22<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
t32<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t42<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new2<-cbind(T12,t22,t32,t42) 
 
size <- 450             
set.seed(88)  
T1 = rep(100,450) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
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t3<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
 
T15c = c(105.7901,204.3503,1.5294,0.8279) 
T30c = c(100.78867,119.55175,1.89378,0.56313) 
T45c = c(100.73194,75.21709,1.87647,0.54536) 
new_df<-rbind(new[c(55,408,413),],new2[c(65,91,137),],T15c,T30c,T45c) 
new_df 
x <- c(8.273,15.44,28.83,53.81,100.5,187.5,350) 
ff<-NULL 
fb<-NULL 
for(i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]){ 
  ff<-NULL 
  for (j in 1:length(x)){ 
    f<-new_df[i,1]/(1+(new_df[i,2]/x[j])^(new_df[i,3]))^new_df[i,4] 
    ff<-cbind(ff,f) 
  } 




for(i in 1:9){ 
  plot (x,fb[i,], ylim=c(0, 100))  






APPENDIX B. R CODES FOR ROBUST D-OPTIMAL DESIGN 
#cleanup 
rm(list=ls())  
MOPTR <- function(LB, UB,P,r=10,grid=0.01, epsilon=0.001, epsilon_w=10^-6) { 
 
  X = c(LB, LB+(UB-LB)/4, LB+2*(UB-LB)/4, LB+3*(UB-LB)/4, UB) 
  T=P 
  k1 = length(X) 
  W = rep(1/5,k1-1) 
  e1 = epsilon_w 
  e2 = epsilon 
  nit=r 
  n=1 
  gr = grid 
  ginv <- function(X, tol = sqrt(.Machine$double.eps)) { 
    dnx <- dimnames(X) 
    if (is.null(dnx))  
      dnx <- vector("list", 2) 
    s <- svd(X) 
    nz <- s$d > tol * s$d[1] 
    structure(if (any(nz))  
      s$v[, nz] %*% (t(s$u[, nz])/s$d[nz]) 
      else X, dimnames = dnx[2:1]) 
  } 
   
  infor <- function(T,x) { 
    f1 <- 1 / ((1+(T[2]/x)^T[3])^T[4]) 
    f2 <- -1 * T[1] * T[3] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-
1*T[4]-1)) 
    f3 <- -1 * T[1] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * log(T[2]/x) * 
((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4]-1)) 
    f4 <- -1 * T[1] * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4])) * 
log(1+((T[2]/x)^T[3])) 
    f = matrix(cbind(f1,f2,f3,f4)) 
    f%*%t(f) 
  } 
   
  upinfor <- function(W,T,x) { 
    k = length(x) 
    last_infor=infor(T,x[k]) 
    infor=(1-sum(W))* last_infor 
    for (i in 1:(k-1)) { 
      infor = infor + W[i] * infor(T,x[i]) 
    } 
    infor 
  } 
   
  d1 <- function(T,x,xL,inv) { 
    D1<-NULL 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      D1[i]=sum(diag(inv[[i]]%*%(infor(T[i,],x)-infor(T[i,],xL)))) 
      } 
    sum(D1)/9 
  } 
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  dd1 <- function(T,x1,x2,xL,inv) { 
    DD1<-NULL 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      DD1[i]=sum(diag(-inv[[i]]%*%(infor(T[i,],x2)-
infor(T[i,],xL))%*%(infor(T[i,],x1)-infor(T[i,],xL)))) 
      } 
    sum(DD1)/9 
  } 
  D_weight <- function(W,T,X,d) { 
    p = length(W) 
    k = length(X) 
     
    inv<-list() 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      inv[[i]] = ginv(upinfor(W,T[i,],X)) 
    } 
     
    f1 = rep(0,p) 
    f2 = matrix(c(rep(f1,p)),nrow=p,ncol=p,byrow=F) 
    for(i in 1:p) { 
      f1[i] = d1(T,X[i],X[k],inv) 
    } 
    for(i in 1:p) { 
      for(j in 1:p) { 
        f2[i,j] = dd1(T,X[i],X[j],X[k],inv) 
      } 
    } 
    newweight = W - d*(f1%*%ginv(f2)) 
    newweight 
  } 
   
  S_weight <- function(X,T) { 
    diff = 10 
    k = length(X) 
    W = rep(1/k,k-1) 
    while(diff>e1) { 
      d = 1 
      NW = D_weight(W,T,X,d) 
      minW = min(min(NW),1-sum(NW)) 
      while(minW<0 & d>0.0001) { 
        d = d/2 
        NW = D_weight(W,T,X,d) 
        minW=min(min(NW),1-sum(NW)) 
      } 
      NW = c(NW,1-sum(NW)) 
      n = length(NW) 
      minW = min(NW) 
      diff = max(abs(W-NW[1:n-1])) 
      if(abs(minW)<0.01 || minW<0) { 
        for(i in 1:n) { 
          if(NW[i]==minW)NW[i]=0 
           
        } 
      } 
      D = rbind(x=X,NW) 
      for(i in 1:n) { 
        if(D[2,i]==0)D[,i]= NA 
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      } 
      X=D[1,] 
      W=D[2,] 
      X=na.omit(X) 
      W=na.omit(W) 
      k=length(X) 
      W=W[1:k-1] 
    } 
    W = c(W,1-sum(W)) 
    D = rbind(X,W) 
    D 
  } 
  f = function(T,x) { 
    f1 <- 1 / ((1+(T[2]/x)^T[3])^T[4]) 
    f2 <- -1 * T[1] * T[3] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-
1*T[4]-1)) 
    f3 <- -1 * T[1] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * log(T[2]/x) * 
((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4]-1)) 
    f4 <- -1 * T[1] * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4])) * 
log(1+((T[2]/x)^T[3])) 
    matrix(cbind(f1,f2,f3,f4)) 
  } 
   
  ds1 = function(T,x,inv) { 
    Ds<-NULL 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      Ds[i]=(t(f(T[i,],x))%*%inv[[i]]%*%f(T[i,],x))/4 
    } 
    sum(Ds)/9 
  } 
   
  M<-list() 
  for (i in 1:9){ 
    M[[i]]= upinfor(W,T[i,],X) 
  } 
   
  while(n<nit){ 
    x=seq(LB,UB,gr) 
    n1=length(x) 
    ds=rep(0,n1) 
     
    inv<-list() 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      inv[[i]]<-ginv(M[[i]]) 
    } 
     
    for (i in 1:n1) { 
      ds[i]=ds1(T,x[i],inv) 
      } 
    for (i in 1:n1) { 
      if(max(ds)==ds[i])x[i]=x[i] else x[i]=NA 
    } 
     
    newX=na.omit(x) 
    newX=round(newX[1],2) 
    newds=max(ds) 
    an=1/(n+1) 
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    p<-abs(newds-1) 
     
    newM<-list() 
    ff<-list() 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      ff[[i]]= f(T[i,],newX)%*%t(f(T[i,],newX)) 
      newM[[i]]=(1-an)*M[[i]]+an*ff[[i]] 
    } 
    M=newM 
     
    X=c(X,newX) 
    n=n+1 
  } 
  s=length(X) 
  X=unique(X[(s-4):s]) 
  X=sort(X,decreasing=F) 
  p=1 
  it=1 
   
  while(p>e2) { 
    x = seq(LB,UB,gr) 
    n1 = length(x) 
    ds = rep(0,n1) 
    D = S_weight(X,T) 
    X = D[1,] 
    k = length(X) 
    W = D[2,1:k-1] 
     
    inv<-list() 
    for (i in 1:9){ 
      inv[[i]] = ginv(upinfor(W,T[i,],X)) 
    } 
     
    for(i in 1:n1) { 
      ds[i] = ds1(T,x[i],inv) 
    } 
    newX = x[which.max(ds)] 
    newds = max(ds) 
    X = c(X,newX) 
    X = sort(X,decreasing=F) 
    X = unique(X) 
    newp <- abs(newds-1) 
    if(abs(newp-p)<0.0000001) { 
      newp = 10^-20 
    } 
    if(it>20) { 
      newp = 10^-20 
    } 
    p = newp 
    it = it+1 
    } 
   
  X = D[1,] 
  n = length(X) 
  W = D[2,1:n-1] 
  x = seq(LB,UB,gr) 
  n1 = length(x) 
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  ds = rep(0,n1) 
   
  inv<-list() 
  for (i in 1:9){ 
    inv[[i]] = ginv(upinfor(W,T[i,],X)) 
  } 
   
  for(i in 1:n1) { 
    ds[i] = ds1(T,x[i],inv) 
  } 
  plot(x,ds,cex=.3,main="Verify D-optimal design", ylab="Sensitivity 
function",xlab="Dose levels") 
  D 
}  
#fisher matrix# 
infor <- function(T,x) { 
  f1 <- 1 / ((1+(T[2]/x)^T[3])^T[4]) 
  f2 <- -1 * T[1] * T[3] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-
1*T[4]-1)) 
  f3 <- -1 * T[1] * T[4] * ((T[2]/x)^T[3]) * log(T[2]/x) * 
((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4]-1)) 
  f4 <- -1 * T[1] * ((((T[2]/x)^T[3])+1)^(-1*T[4])) * log(1+((T[2]/x)^T[3])) 
  f = matrix(cbind(f1,f2,f3,f4)) 
  f%*%t(f) 
} 
upinfor <- function(W,T,x) { 
  k = length(x) 
  last_infor=infor(T,x[k]) 
  infor=(1-sum(W))* last_infor 
  for (i in 1:(k-1)) { 
    infor = infor + W[i] * infor(T,x[i]) 
  } 
  infor 
} 
####Robust D-optimal design for nine sets of parameter values for BRAN### 
size <- 200  
set.seed(5)  
T1 = rep(100,200) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (0.0, 4) 
t3<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.3, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
 
T15b = c(128.1528,2.3244,0.9791,1.5470) 
T30b = c(103.2062,1.6336,1.5402,0.8235) 






LB = 0.1 
UB = 7 
OD<-NULL 
WEIGHT<-NULL 





####Robust D-optimal design for nine sets of parameter values for CLAN###  
size <- 450             #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(1000)  
T12 = rep(100,450) 
t22<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
t32<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t42<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new2<-cbind(T12,t22,t32,t42) 
 
size <- 450             #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(88)  
T1 = rep(100,450) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
t3<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
 
T15c = c(105.7901,204.3503,1.5294,0.8279) 
T30c = c(100.78867,119.55175,1.89378,0.56313) 







LB = 8 




MOPTR(LB, UB,TT,r=10,grid=0.01, epsilon=0.001, epsilon_w=10^-6)   
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APPENDIX C. R CODES FOR EFFICIENCIES 
###########efficiency for BRAN ###############  
#D-optimal design function: import MOPT package from the efficient algorithm 
in Hyun, Wang, and Yang (2018) 
size <- 200   
set.seed(5)  
T1 = rep(100,200) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (0.0, 4) 
t3<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.3, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
T15b = c(128.1528,2.3244,0.9791,1.5470) 
T30b = c(103.2062,1.6336,1.5402,0.8235) 
T45b = c(100.97883,1.08130,1.70242,0.71926) 
new_df<-rbind(new[c(4,16,49,106,112,114),],T15b,T30b,T45b) 
new_df 
LB = 0.1 
UB = 7 
OD<-NULL 
WEIGHT<-NULL 
## optima Designs for nine sets of parameter values## 
for (i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]){ 
  TD<-new_df[i,] 
  demoni<-MOPT(LB,UB,TD,r=30,epsilon=.01) 
  Dx<-demoni[1,] 
  weight1<- demoni[2,-length(demoni[2,])] 
  OD<-rbind(OD,Dx) 








## Calculate efficiency# 
REFF<-NULL 
for (i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
  { 
    NM <- upinfor(WEIGHT[i,],new_df[j,],OD[i,]) 
    detNM <- det(NM) 
    detNMM<-cbind(detNMM,detNM) 
    DM <- upinfor(WEIGHT[j,],new_df[j,],OD[j,]) 
    detDM <- det(DM) 
    detDMM<-cbind(detDMM,detDM) 
    ##Efficiency## 
    eff<- (detNM/detDM)^(1/4) 
    REFF<-cbind(REFF,eff) 








BRAN <- c(0.1655,0.3089,0.5765,1.0762,2.0089,3.75,7) 




for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  NMo <- upinfor(weightB,new_df[j,],BRAN) 
  detNMo <- det(NMo) 











for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  NMN9 <- upinfor(NW9,new_df[j,],NBRAN9) 
  detNMN9 <- det(NMN9) 




detDMATRIX= matrix(  
  detDMM, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  









detNMATRIX= matrix(  
  detNMM, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  





effmatrix= matrix(  
  REFF, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  
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###########efficiency for CLAN ###############  
#D-optimal design function: import MOPT package from the efficient algorithm 
in Hyun, Wang, and Yang (2018) 
size <- 450             #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(1000)  
T12 = rep(100,450) 
t22<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
t32<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t42<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new2<-cbind(T12,t22,t32,t42) 
 
size <- 450             #length of random number vectors 
set.seed(88)  
T1 = rep(100,450) 
t2<- runif(size,min = 75, max = 204)  # generate samples from uniform 
distribution (75, 204) 
t3<-runif(size,min = 1, max = 4)  
t4<-runif(size,min = 0.5, max = 4) 
new<-cbind(T1,t2,t3,t4) 
#clan <- c(8.273,15.44,28.83,53.81,100.5,187.5,350) 
#weightB <- c(1/7,1/7,1/7,1/7,1/7,1/7) 
T15c = c(105.7901,204.3503,1.5294,0.8279) 
T30c = c(100.78867,119.55175,1.89378,0.56313) 






LB = 8 
UB = 350 
OD<-NULL 
WEIGHT<-NULL 
## optima Designs for nine sets of parameter values## 
for (i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]){ 
  TD<-new_df[i,] 
  demoni<-MOPT(LB,UB,TD,r=30,epsilon=.01) 
  OD[[i]]<-demoni[1,] 







## Calculate efficiency# 
REFF<-NULL 
for (i in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
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  { 
    NM <- upinfor(WEIGHT[[i]],new_df[j,],OD[[i]]) 
    detNM <- det(NM) 
    detNMM<-cbind(detNMM,detNM) 
    DM <- upinfor(WEIGHT[[j]],new_df[j,],OD[[j]]) 
    detDM <- det(DM) 
    detDMM<-cbind(detDMM,detDM) 
    ##Efficiency## 
    eff<- (detNM/detDM)^(1/4) 
    REFF<-cbind(REFF,eff) 







clan <- c(8.273,15.44,28.83,53.81,100.5,187.5,350) 




for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  NMo <- upinfor(weightB,new_df[j,],clan) 
  detNMo <- det(NMo) 




#X W  CLAN 9 OPTIMAL DESIGN 
#X 9.4300000 34.8300000 72.8600000 101.26000000 130.34000000 177.7800000 
350.000000 









for (j in 1:dim(new_df)[1]) 
{ 
  N9MN <- upinfor(N9W,new_df[j,],N9BRAN) 
  detNMN9 <- det(N9MN) 
  detNMMN9<-cbind(detNMMN9,detNMN9) 
} 
detNMMN9 
detDMATRIX= matrix(  
  detDMM, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  









detNMATRIX= matrix(  
  detNMM, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  





effmatrix= matrix(  
  REFF, # the data elements  
  nrow=9,              # number of rows  
  ncol=9,              # number of columns  
  byrow = TRUE)   
 
effmatrix 
 
rbind(effmatrix,REFFo,REFFN9) 
